Polymer-based miniature flexible capacitive pressure sensor for intraocular pressure (IOP) monitoring inside a mouse eye.
This paper presents an ultra-thin and flexible polymer-based capacitive pressure sensor for intraocular pressure (IOP) monitoring in a mouse eye. Due to the size limitation of the anterior chamber in the mouse eye, a volume of approximately 700 × 700 × 150 μm(3) on a small substrate is available for the MEMS capacitive pressure sensor. Moreover, the sensor would ideally be easily injectable into place. Further complicating the sensing is the need to operate the device on the curved surface of the anterior chamber with minimum damage to the eye tissue. Therefore, a thin and flexible substrate is required. We fabricate sensors by exploiting Parylene as a biocompatible structural material in a suitable form factor and 25 μm thick liquid crystal polymer (LCP) as a soft and flexible host substrate. Using our approach, the flexibility and small form factor necessary for a mouse eye implant is achieved, along with the sensitivity required to monitor IOP fluctuations. This device will allow better study of glaucoma through close monitoring in mice after integration with other components.